The paradigm of cooperative communications has recently attracted significant attention as a revolutionary technique for wireless networks, which is capable of yielding significant cooperative diversity gains. However, most proposed strategies in the literature reap the benefits of cooperative communications without considering the underlying information source that produces the communicated data. Although Shannon's classical separation theorem justifies independent source and channel coding for single-user channels under practically unrealistic hypotheses, it does not hold for multi-user channels typical of cooperative networks. As a result, this calls for novel cooperative source-channel communications techniques that take the source coding aspect into account.

In cooperative source and channel communications, cooperative communication techniques are used in conjunction with jointly optimized source compression and channel coding strategies in an effort to provide robust wireless multimedia communications. However, considerable challenges exist in establishing both theory and practice of cooperative source and channel communications for future generation wireless networks. In this special issue, we solicit papers presenting original and unpublished work on the topics related to this subject. Potential topics include, but are not limited to:

- Theory on cooperative source-channel coding for wireless networks
- Cross-layer design for wireless networks with source consideration
- Advanced media transmission over wireless relay networks
- Rateless coding and/or network coding for image or video streaming over wireless networks
- Distributed source-channel coding for wireless sensor networks
- Multiple sources cooperative communications
- Joint speech and channel coding
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